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Petit Jean Receives ·All American!
The seven-point pro gr am
inunciated by President Kennedy concerning the Cuban military blockade.
1. The United States, "to halt
this offensive build-up in Cuba,
is imposing a strict quarantine
on all offensive military equipment under shipment to Cuba."
All ships of any kind bound
for Cuba are to be turned back
if they are found to contain cargoes of offensive weapons. This
embargo also will be extended to
"other carriers" if need be meaning airplanes. \
2. Surveillance of Cuba and its
military buildup will be stepped
up, and the United -States armed
forces have been ordered to
" prepare for any eventualities."
8. Unitd States policy will be to
regard any nuclear m i s s i l e
launched from Cuba against any
nation in the W estem Hemisphere as an attack by Russia on
the United States requiring full
retaliation against the Soviet
Union.
4:. The United States naval base
at Guantanamo, on the eastern
tip of Cuba, has been reinforced,
American dependents there have
hen removed and additional military unity have been ordered to
stand by on alert.
5. An immediate meeting of the
Organization of United States has
been called "to consider this
threat to hemispheric security"
and to invoke inter-American defense pact provisions "in support
of all necessary action."
6. The United States is asking
for an emergency meeting of the
Security Council without delay.
The United States will call for
"the prompt dismantling and
withdraw al of all offensive weapons in Cuba" before it lifts the
quarantine.
7. ~r. Kennedy called on Premier Krushchev "to halt and
eliminate this clandestine, reckless and provocative threat to
world peace."

Newsmen Address
ACPA Students

Takes Awards
OnACPADay

Gene Herrington, managing
editor of the Arkansas Democrat,
told students attending a luncheon meeting of the Arkansas
Collegiate Press Association in
Hot Springs T u e s d a y that
··Journalists have a . front seat
in the drama of history."
"What do we get into as a
newsman," he asked? "A journalist may not be the first person
to take the flight to the moon,
but he is the first one to to talk ·
to the lucky person after he returns."
"The newsman is important because informing the people is a
n ecessity if we are going to continue our way of life," Herrington
said. "He points the way to go
and provides leadership for the
community."
Herrington stressed that students wanting to learn how to
write should do two things, read
good writing and practice it
themselves. "Dedication is a
necessity," he concluded.
Al Gilbert, managing editor of
the Northwest Arkansas Times,
told students in an earlier meeting that speed, photography,
tnake up and economics are problems for the future of the newspaper.

An elated Annabelle Climer,
filling in for last year's yearbook
editor Doris Barrett, accepted top
state and national yearbook honors for Harding's 1961-62 Petit
Jean at Arkansas Collegiate Press
Association ceremonies in Hot
Springs Tuesday.
Miss Barrett, who is now teaching in Crowley's Ridge Academy
in Paragould, was unable to be
there. She is the third consecutive editor to have "her book"
judged All American, the highest
rating given by the Associated
Collegiate Press at the University of Minnesota.
General Excellence Award
In statewide competition, the
book took first place honors in
all four yearbook divisions which
insured it of the third General
Excellence Award, highest state
honor, in as many years. Books
are rated according to photography, typography and layout,
editorial content and editorial
planning.
Closest contender to Harding's
Petit Jean was Arkansas PolyDr. Joe Pryor, Annabelle Cilmer and Sandy Petit Jean collected at the ACPA meeting
technic College's Agricola, which
Childers admire some of the trophies /the 1962 Tuesday
received its first All American
rating. The book also took second place honors in typography
and layout and editorial content
and third place for photography
and editorial planning.
All American Judge
This year, All American judging was done by Mrs. Fran Flitton Compton. The 1961-62 Petit
Jean compiled more points than
HARDING COLLEGE, SEARCY, ARKANSAS
OCTOBER 25, 1962 either of Harding's previous All
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Ame rican books. Commenting on
~~s qualities, Mrs. Compton wrote,
What a pleasure to read and
Belles and Beaux Address
see a book so thoughtfully execut~d . Congratulations and keep
For Overseas Location
up the good work."
Students wishing to write
Mrs. Compton, a long-time ACP
any member of the Belles and
iudge, is reported to be "one of
FBI Director Reports
Harding College's 39th Annual Authority of the Holy Scripthe best." She is former editor
Beaux should write:
Communism Increasing
Lectureship series featuring mne tures," and Dixon speaks on "The
of the magazine Scholastic Editor.
Name
of
Entertainer
Holy
Scriptures
are
Inspired
of
Jerry Atkinson, now attending
In his annual report, FBI well-known Christian men as
Harding College
The Belles and Beaux met ArkHard~ng Graduate School of Bible
Director J. Edgar Hoover said guest speakers begins on campus God."
a
nsas'
Governor
Orval
Faubus
USO
Shows
Overseas
Wednesday and T h u r s d a y
that there was an increase in November 19. This year's theme
prior to their departure last week and Religion in Memphis was
Unit GA-105
Communist, espionage and propa- is "The Authority of the Holy night speakers are Gus Nichols,
a nd were presented official Ark- business manager of last year's
c!o
Commander-in-Chief
well-known
debater,
writer
and
ganda both from within and Scriptures."
ansas Traveler certificates, mak- · l:iook. Lucrecia Sheets was layout
US ARE UR
Batsell Barrett Baxter, H. A. lecturer, and Fr ank Pack, profeswithout the ccAmtry in 1962.
ing the 20-'member group offic- editor, Vernon Tyree, photoAPO
403
"Tons of . printed propaganda Dixon, Gus Nichols and Frank sor of Bible at Abilene Christian
ial good-will ambassadors of ~apher, Janet Pace, photographic
New York, New York
were distr ibuted through the na- Pack are slated to speak at eve- College. Their subje.c ts are, reArkansas while t h ey are touring <!ditor and Donna Knapp, caption
Attn:
Special
Services
'lnd copy editor.
tion," Hoover said. "New front ning lectures during the week: spectively, "The Infallibility of
Eur ope.
Div.
groups were organized, the Com- M. Norvel Young, Don Gardner, the Holy Scriptures" and "The
Newspaper Program
The
group
taped
their
show
munist leaders began issuing Cleon Lyles, Rex Turner and Living Word for Living Men."
for pr esentation on KARK-TV
The ACPA meeting was held at
Subsequent
Activities
Harding's
Dr.
·
Benson
will
conDaytime Lectures
public statements, appearing on
and sang in their final 'home' the Velda Rose Motel. The proDaytime lectures on Tuesday, Cause Class Changes
radio and television programs duct day lectures.
progr am at Pulaski Heights Jun- n am for newspaper people inWednesday
and
Thursday
are
asSimultaneous
Services
and makin.g speeches."
Class schedules have been al- ior High School in Little Rock. ;luded a talk by Alan Gilbert of
Following last year's proce- signed to M. Norvel Young, presi- t ered for Sat., Oct. 27 for Home- "Hello, Stranger", their opening ' he Northwest Arkansas Times on
He said 43,000 Americans heard
48 speeches by Communists be- dure, evening lectures will be dent of Pepperdine College, Don coming ev ents and Tues., Oct. number, was paraphrased to be- "Today's Newspaper," a workfore college groups between Octo- held simultaneously in the Col- Gardner, president of Ohio Val- 30 because of campaign kick-off come "Hello, Governor" as they <;hop for newspaper people by
lege Auditorium and in the Col- ley College, Rex Turner, co- ceremonies.
ber and June.
gave Gov. Faubus and his staff William Good of the University
"Probably more Americans saw lege ·church Auditorium. Batsell founder and president of AlaOn Oct. 27 all morning classes a sample of what troops all over '>f Arkansas on "Make-up and
and heard a self-avowed number Barrett Baxter, who is the head bama Christian College, Cleon will meet o;n schedule. Afternoon Germany, southern France and Layout," a luncheon talk by Gene
of the Communist Party U. S. A. of the department of Bible at Lyles, minister of the Sixth and classes are dismissed.
northern Italy will hear for the 1'.ferrington, manager editor of the
in fiscal year 1962 than in the David Lipscomb College and nar- Izard congregation in Little Rock
Students are urged by the ad- next two months.
.<\.rkansas Democrat on "Today's
and
Harding's
Dr.
Benson.
preceding ten years," Hoover rator of the televised "Herald of
ministration to attend the camSaturday morning, a large Journalist," and an afternoon
Norvel Young's talk is on "Pre- paign kick-off program Oct. 30. crowd of students and faculty workshop on "Features and
said. "Never in the history of Truth" program, and H. A. Dixon,
the world has espionage been president of Freed-Hardeman senting the Bible to a Non-Be- To facilitate this, 1:00 classes will turned out to give the Belles Photography," by Maurice Moore
emphasized as it is today by the College, are scheduled to speak lieving World," Gardner's on m eet at 8:00, 1:55 classes at 8:55, and Beaux a send-off on their state editor of the Democrat. '
Communist nations," he empha- on Monday and Tuesday eve- "The Authority of the Holy 2 :50 classes at 1:55 and 3:45 nine-weeks tour. The group took
Don Schaefer of the Hurley
(See Thanksgiving on page 3) classes at 2:50.
nings. Baxter's topic is "The
sized.
(See Belles on page 3)
Printing Company stressed makeup and picture layout in the yearbook in the morning. A "Twenty
Questions" session was held for
yearbook people in the afternoon..
PJ Representatives
Dr. Joe Pr_Yor, yearbook sponsor, accompanied thirteen Petit
Jean representatives to the meet.
One of three Harding coeds ing in history, minoring in En- Students attending were Annaw aits in anticipation of Home- glish and plans to teach after belle Climer, editor, Travis Stecoming Day Sa turday when it graduation. She is a member of wart, business manager, Sandy
will be revealed whether or not the Ju Go Ju social club, the Childers, assistant editor, Leighshe shall wear the crown and literar y club, Bison Boosters and ton Waters, assistant business
manager, Jenette Buchanan, layrepresent the college as 1962 the American Studies group.
out editor, Donna Knapp, caption
Homecoming queen.
i:tnd copy editor, David Burks,
Dorothy Christmas
Football Team N runes Three
photographer, Harriet Herrington,
A biology major, Dorothy also i:tcademic editor, Carolyn Hladky,
Sheila Mitchell, junior from intends to teach after graduation.
Bridgeport, Conn., and Dorothy She is queen of the Mohican student life editor, Barbara Boaz,
Christmas, junior from Grand men's social club. She belongs organizations editor and FlorBrownsville, Tenn., are the three to Zeta Rho and has served as ence Klemm, social clubs editor.
Bison sponsor Neil Cope also
candidates nominated by · the president and vice president of
football squad early this week. that club. She is in the Bison attended along with Bison representatives' Marilyn Horvath, LarA special election in which the band.
ry Scroggs, Jack Ford, Chris
entire student body participated
The queen will be presented to Dean and Judy Evans.
determines the winner.
Harding students prior to the
Sheila Mitchell
afternoon football game between
Sheila, who has been active· in Harding and Livingston State in Air Force Recruiter
cheerleanding for the past two Alabama. On the queen's float, On Campus October 31
year is a junior from Cullman, she will head the Homecoming
Dr. W . L. Roy Wellborne,
Ala . She is a m ember of the Re- Par ade which is being led again
gina social club and is in the this year by Dr. Benson on horse- Placement Director, announced
today that SSgt. Robert F. Sch"Big Sister" program. She is back.
queen of the Sub T-16 men's
The two runners-up to the wartz will be at the placemen offsocial club.
queen also ride on the float ice October 31 to interview male
and serve as her attendants. students interested in the Air
Marcia Geisler
This year, the theme of the Force Officers Training Course.
Homecoming Queen nominees' Marsha Geisler, reign as Homecoming Queen in Saturday's
Marcia is . queen of the APK
Schwartz is the Air Force refruiSheila Mitchell and Dqrothy Christmas will festivities.
men's social club. She is major(See Homecoming on page 3) ter for the Searcy area.

"Authority of Scriptures" is Theme
Of Thanksgiving Lectureship Series .

Belles and Beaux
Sing For Faubus
Prior to Leaving

Homecoming Queen
To Reign Saturday
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Thoughts
For Today

Communism Up Against Brick Wall
Writer Says About World Situation

By Mentie Pace

World Communism has blunted its sharplyedged sword against a brick wall this week. It would
seem that there is something basically wrong with
the entire Communist organization when one of the
leaders of the movement physi~ally attacks a country which is accepting the aid of the other leader.
Organization makes a country or ideal great, but
this seems to be missing from the camp of our "Red"
friends.
Commies Meet Resistance

Across the sea, their organization is meeting
resistance from the opposition. World Communism
is undergoing its fiercest test of s.t rength, and the
tide may well go against them.
If the United States can get its "very close"
democratic friends across the sea to stop feeding
their vanities and unite against this stream of barbarianism while she has it against the wall, then
chances are that the world may be a safe place to
live in for the next few decades.
"Uncle Nik" says that he will control the
capitalist nations by 1973, yet as long as the U.S.
keeps its right mind regarding freedom to be individuals, he will never see this country again except
as a prisoner.

:-----------------------------------~~The Inquirer-----------------------------------------------.

U. S. Take Stand

By Sandra Herndon

Let the administration openly support India's
plight, and let her declare to world Communism that
their days of giving ultimatums has come to an end.
Let the United States show to the world that she is
not afraid to face this menace from the east. Let her
show the world that America is not a do nothing
nation. Let her show them the reason it is one of
the world leaders. Let her unite behind the administration, be it Democrat or Republican, and show
outsiders that Americans will stand up to preserve ·
those rights she fought to gain.
Americans know they face a menace in world
Communism, but the solution is not found in sitting
back and worrying about it. Americans must preserve
what has made this country great. Supp~rt those
aspects of united action which will not only make the
United States a great nation, but also those elements
which will keep it "the home of the free!"
- Fritz Petrich

Student Reaction to Crisis Shows
Fortitude is Missing in .Character
The threat of a nuclear war has its impact on
every segment of the population, but no where is it
felt more strongly or discussed more openly than
on the college campus. Such a threat has adverse
effects.
, Since President Kennedy's first stand on the
Cuban military blockade, Ha ...ding students have kept
in touch with the world off campus through the
media of television, radio and newspapers.
It seems that whenever there is a world crisis
students react with immediate despair. Instead of
preparing themselves, both physically and mentally,
to meet the threat they take the stand that "the
world is in a hopeless mess, there's nothing I can do
about it so I give up."
Remarks of students concerning the C u b a n
threat have been, "I don't care if we do go to war,
we don't have a chance to live past 30 anyway,"
"Let the bombs come, I'm for getting it over with,"
"Why study, you'll never get to use your education,"
"This wrecks fny plans for graduate school," "Four
years of college and now I can't use it," "Why do we
have to die old .maids," or "We're not even 20 yet."
Students make these remarks without thinking.
Perhaps they do not mean what they say. But, too
often, it is an indication of something lacking in
their make up. A threat should be met with determination and resistance.
This attitude prevails not only in a time of peril,
but also in everyday living. Our "accepted luxuries"
have so conditioned us that we have lost the stamina
and fortitude to meet a challence. In college, too often
if we flunk one test; we flunk the class, or if college
is too hard and we get homesick, we go home.
Of course, this is not true of everyone, but it is
applicable to "some" and "some" is too many.

~
~

''Lih<rty ;,, found in doing ri...t."
PRESS

Editor ..... . .... ........ ... ... .. .. ...... .. .. .. . .. ... ..... .... .. ... .. .. Marilyn Horvath
Business Manager ................................................ Larry Scroggs
Associate Editor ............................................................ Jack Ford
News Editor .:............. .... ...... ..... .... .. ................. ........... Judy Evans
Sports Editor ................................... .......... .... ........... .... Chris Dean
Publicity Director ......... .. ... .... .. .. .. . ..... ... ... ... .... .. .. .. .. . Fritz Petrich
Official student weekly newspaper published during the
regular academic year except holidays and four examination
weeks, by the students of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.
All material is written and edited lily students and should be
interpreted accordingly.
Subscription price: $2 per year
Single copies lOc
Second class postage paid at Searcy, Arkansas.

Student Determines Education Benefits
"Oh, I crune to college to get
an education!" This reply is probably the one most often received in answer to the question,
"Why did you 1come to college?"
But education is a most ambiguous term. What does it i::eally
mean to get a college education?
Education is the
process of training and developing the knowledge, skill, mind
and character. I
believe that this
process of training and developing in a college
environment involves three major aspects---namely; academic
training, responsibility develop..
ment and social growth. Realizing that these throo areas overlap considerably, I would like to
elaborate on each.
Academic Training
Academic training is an important aspect of education; quite
often it is erroneously regarded
as the only aspect of education.
Academic training includes all
the course work, outside assignments, books and magazines
read, lectures heard, tests taken
and films seen· over the subject
matter. But more important than
these elements, it involves the
use of the mind in a process
commonly known as thinking. It
embraces philosophical discussions, religious arguments, and
political opinions. A c a d e m i c
training should be a stimulus
for mental activity to cause the
individual to develop and mature.
But nothing can force a person
to broaden his interests and outlook; it must stem from a desil'e
to do so. A person can, if he
wishes, attend class, get assignments, and yet refuse to allow
the benefits of academic training
to affect him. Herein lies the
danger.

The second area of education
under discussion is responsibility
development. Of course, academic training automatically stimulates responsibility development
to a certain degree. But I have
chosen to regard this as a separate aspect of education because I
want to relate it .to a vital part
of college life---extracurricular
activities. There are, of course,
students who place extracurricular activities above everything
else and thus fail to realize the
balance that is necessary between this and the other two
areas of education.
There are also students who
feet that extracurricular activities are simply activities which
are designed for people who have
nothing else to do-indeed an
erroneous idea; these activities
have great value in and of themselves. But how are they related
to the realization of responsibility? Let's take, for example, the
annual staff. Anyone who has
ever worked on such a publication knows the tremendous responsibility of every person involved in the task. Or consider
dramatic activities; each actor
and each member of the production staff is made aware of his
responsibility to the audience and
to his fellow-workers. Or consider the pre-med club; students in
this organization become even
more aware of the :r:esp0nsibility
that will be theirs if they pursue
this profession. Then notice Circle K, the Student Associationand on and on we could go.
Through any worthwhile extracurricular activity the student
begins to realize his responsibility as a citizen of his college community, his state, his nation, his
world. But a student is not forced
into extracurricular activities; he
must participate willingly to obtain the benefits thereof.
Social Growth
The third area of education is

It seems that fear and uncertainity enshroud us like a cloak.
Fear is a powerful, negative
emotion. It is a feeder of hate,
jealously and envy. Uncertainty,
as to our capabilities, haunt us.
Others seem to have more
stamina, more inner assurance
than we. If only my background
were different, or if I really excelled in something; if I could
raise an arm and say, "I do
this better than all others'', we
think.
There are many with humble
backgrounds who have risen to
importance. What we must each
have is belief in ourselves, an
idea, and courage to bring it into
visibility.
Confidence means to rely on
one's self. We have the right and
should believe in our self. If not,
then we should seek counsel and
do something about it.
We, of Harding, have a common vertebra. That is our spiritual confidence w h i c h should
guide us in all of our life's affairs. We should acknowledge it
and use it, lest it become dormant and ineffective.
' Just how will this confidence
show through? In our looks, in
our dress? Only partly, even
though to follow styles and wear
them sensibly is not to be condeJillled. But mostly, we should
radiate spiritual confidence by
our manner, our. attitudes arid
the love we show to others. We
need the wisdom to understand
others, to extract their fears and
uncertainties. We w o u 1 d put
ourselves in the background and
exhalt others in their worthwhile
qualities. . . this should give us
a feeling of utmost confidence
and self-assurance.

social growth. Aha! the critic
may say-social growth involved
in education? And I answerAha! Yes! Living in a dormitory
is an experience everyone should
encounter, the duration of which
should be determined by the
durability of one's constitution.
Learning t~ get along with people in constant association and
crowded conditions helps the individual become less selfish and
to learn to view himself in his
proper perspective. And, dating
is an experience necessary to social development. A new light
(yes, another one) is thrown on
male-female relationships. - The
Searcy has been the home of
college student begins to realize four colleges and two academies.
that dating in college is not the First among these was a college
same as dating in high school.
located on College Hill, now callWhat is the difference? As an ed College Street, one mile west
individual matures he begins to of town. This institution existed
see other people as individual for a few years during the period
personalities who either stand or 1840-48.
fall on their own merits. Through
In the late 1860's, a new inour association with other people stitution, Searcy College, was
in the various relationships that founded four blocks from the
we maintain, we learn to undercourthouse square. Although this
stand why people act, react, do,
college closed in 1873, the ador think as they do. In general, ministration building continued
we get a broader view of human
to stand until 1960, when it
beings---we simply learn to acburned beyond repair and was
cept people as they are which is subsequently razed. There is now
a very important step in social a business on the corner of West
growth.
Center and Gum, where the
There are some students who building stood.
do not make any effort in this
A few years after Searcy Collregard, who sit in their dormi- ege closed, an -academy was
tory rooms or in a library carrel established near the north edge
and hibernate and stagnate and of town. The street leading. to
never come to realize the im- it is still known as Academy
portance of the individual person Avenue. It was located on what
and the importance of getting is now the grounds of the Searcy
along with others. But this de- Independent (public) Schools.
During the 1933-34 school year,
velopment, too, is entirely up to
-the Arkansas Methodist Conferthe person.
I think · we can see that the ence approved a merger of Henvalues of an education are three- derson-Brown College for Men,
fold; and I hope we can see that located at Arkadelphia, Galloway
in order for us to realize these College for Women at Searcy
values, we are going to have to and Hendrix College for Men at
put forth a little effort ourselves Conway into one co-educational
to really be mature, educated institution to be known as Hen·drix College, Conway, Ark.
people.

looking Back

S+uc/enf Forum

Propaganda Term I-las Wrong Meaning To Some Americans
By Pat Caraway
Propoganda has always had
and continues to have an unpleasant connotation to many Americans. This is, in
part, due to the
fact they never
attempt to consider the meaning of it. Because
they do not
know the impact
o f propaganda,
they are doomed
to ignorance and misunderstanding of it and thereby form misconceptions.
Misconceptions of Propaganda
Many people have a misconception because they have a
false association of ideas in relation to propaganda. When the
term, propaganda, is mentioned
to a citizen of the United States,
he immediately thinks of Communism. This is a logical reaction, for Americans have had

"Communistic propaganda" flung
at them from the time tjie Communist party began to rise in
power until the present day. To
Americans, Communism is an evil
and subversive term, for the
Communists are planning world
domination with the United
States as their ultimate target.
Naturally, almost any term used
in connection with Communism
would have an unpleasant connotation to patriotic Americans.
In the Commuclsts' attempt to
undermine the United States,
they use name-calling devices
and thus appeal to the prejudices
and emotions of people everywhere. When anyone is in a position to counteract their position, the Communists use any
method at their disposal to remove this threat. Their methods
are often immoral and because
of this, U.S. officials label any of
the Communists' attempts to gain
prestige as propaganda. Thus
propaganda is put into the cate-

gory of Communism because of
its association in the minds of
the American people with Communism. Consequently, propaganda acquires unfavorable attributes.

Churches use it in their attempts to save souls and to obtain members. Almost every
church is firmly convinced that
it is presenting facts and truths
to people, and in trying to di' rect their religious thinking and
Propaganda Evil?
opinions; it uses propaganda. Political parties, pressure groups
But propaganda is not necesand even conscientious citizens
sarily an evil or unpleasant term.
use it, for almost everyone tries
The book, "Principles of Amerito direct another's opinion.
can Government," defines propaganda as "an attempt to direct
· The deciding factor of whether
opinion." There is nothing sub- or not propaganda is evil is the
versive about propaganda in this methods employed in directing
respect. The evil has been at- the minds of people toward an
tached to the word by a lack of opinion. People can ·be directed
understanding o f t h. e t er m
falsely by an intentional misrecaused, in many cases, by relat- presentation of the facts, or they
ing the term propaganda to Com- can be directed creatively by a
munism .and its methods. The presentation of the facts as only
American people h1tve been guid- honesty sees them. Propaganda
ed by their leaders, many times has no unpleasant or evil conunintentionally, to think of pro- notation solely within itself, but
paganda as a tool employed only the way in which and for which
by subversive groups, when in one uses it determines whether
reality it is also used by respec- it is evil or creative to mantable organizations.
kind.

Cast for 'The Miser' Includes Performers
Well Seasoned in Theatrical Experiences
A look at the past credits of
the cast now in rehearsal for the
·November 2 production of The
Miser reveals an exceptional
amount and variety of experience
assembled in this production.
Under the direction of Ben
Holland, eight seasoned Harding
performers with relative newcomers to the Harding stage recreate Moliere's sparkling classic
farce..
Bob Brewer takes the title role
of the . a varcious crochety miser.
Brewer, vice-president of cam,.
pus players and a member of
Alpha Psi Omega, first appeared
at Harding as Peter in Diary of
Anne Frank. He next led a large
cast in the title role of A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court. He was named best actor
in the 1961 Little Theatre. Last
year he appeared as Charlie in
Death of a Salesman and as Sir
Edward Ramsey in The King and
· I.
The affable but somewhat fop..
pish Cleante is portrayed by Jon
Farris, a past president of players
and member of Alpha Psi Omega.
• His first lead role here was that
of Shep in Bell, Book and Candle.
Last year he played Biff in Death
of a Salesman, Paul in My Three
Angels, and Lun Tha in The King
and I, winning an award as best
supporting actor for his characterization of Biff. He has already
appeared this year playing Ad.am
in the Little Theatre presenta. tion, There Was Eden.
Elise, the miser's graceful attractive daughter, will be played
by Janice Sanders, a junior
transfer from Freed-Hardeman.
Her previous credits include Mrs.
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McThing, Beth in Little Women,
and Kelly in Harvey.
Raymond Hawkins creates the
exaggerated role of Valere, a
pompous noble disguised as a
servant. Hawkins was seen at .
Harding Academy in Meet Me In
St. Louis and All About Eve.
La Fleclie, the clever, scheming, tricky servant, is given a
lively interpretation by Norman
Tubb, an officer of Alpha Psi
Omega and member of campus
players, who made his debut as
Clarence in Connecticut Yankee.
Last year he played Alfred in My
Three Angels and led a cast of
50 people as the king in The
King and I. He received the
award as 1962 Thespian of the
Year.
Sue Gately, a freshman from
Olympia, Wash., portrays the
coquettish matchmaker, Frosine.
She holds high school experience
as Penny in You Can't Take It
With You and Lulabelle in Love
Rides the Rails.
Jacques, the put-ui>on servant
and classic comic character, is
portrayed by Dalton Eddleman ..
A campus player, he played Happy, a lead role in Death of a
Salesman, and Angel ~rge in
The King and I's Siamese pantomime.
Marlane, the young and pretty
girl about to be married to the
miser, is played by Sylvia Citty.
In addition to high school experience, Miss Citty received
training in Ben Holland's acting
class.
The blustering Master Simon
is characterized by Carl Heffington. A campus player, he carried
a lead role as King Arthur in

St~dents

ON THE SQUARE IN DOWNTOWN SEARCY

i
l

·American Studies
1_9s~2
_s
Students To·Jour B.iology Instructor Has Hand
St. Louis Firms -In Many Research
· Pro1ects
•

Connecticut Yankee, and played
this summer in the Greenville,
N.C. Little Theatre presentation
of Look Homeward, Angel.
Monsieur Anselme, the man
whose appearance solves everything, is portrayed by Rob Simth,
member of both campus players
and Alpha Psi Omega. He has
previously appeared as Mr. Dussel in Diary of Anne Frank, Bernard in Death of a Salesman, and
Monsieur Ducotel in My Three
Angels.
The role of the ponderous, legal-minded magistrate is performed by Ben Stewart, member
of campus players and Alpha
Psi Omega. He first .appeared
here as Merlin in Connecticut
Yankee, for which performance
he was named Best Actor of
1961. Last year he played the
lead role of Joseph in My Three
Angels. Stewart is the author of
the fall opener, the musical play
There Was Eden.
The parts of the three maids,
La Merluche, Brindavoine, and
Dame Claude are played respectively by Sandra Herndon, Linda
Graff, and Loretta Haltom. Miss
Herndon, a speech maor, has
previous experience in the Little
Theatre. Miss Graff is the secretary of campus players and past
president of Alpha Psi Omega.
Her previous roles were the secretary in Darkness at Noon,
Margot in Diary of Anne Frank,
Elaine in Connecticut Yankee,
Linda in Death of a Salesman,
and Poor Eliza in The King and I.
She received awards as Best Supporting Actress in 1961 and 1962.
Loretta Haltom portrayed a
Royal Wife in The King and I,
and played Effie in the Summer
Theatre presentation of An Even
Excange.
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American Studies scholarship
students are scheduled to make a
five-day tour to St. Louis November 4-8 to tour local industries
and get an inside look at .business operations.
The group, accompanied by Dr.
C. L. Ganus Jr., dean of the
School of American Studies, and
L. C. Underwood, assistant professor of economics and business
admiriistration, plans to stay at
the Mark Twain Hotel in St.
Louis.
Spots definitely on their itenirary are the Monsanto Chemical Co., Federal Reserve Bank,
White-Rogers Electric Co., .Famous-Barr Dept. Store, Olin-Matheson Co. and International Shoe
Co. A visit to the mayor's office
has not yet been. confirmed
Since 1952, the American Studies group has taken two major
tours plus a number of short
tours each year.
To be eligible for membership,
students must be juniors or seniors and maintain a B average.
Twenty-six students eligible to
go on the tour include Joe Adams
Jr., Joel Anderson, Jim Bailey,
Beverly Beard, Don Bowman,
Michael Canoy, Pat Caraway, Latina Dykes, John Eshelman, Marcia Geisler, Pat Green, Tom Hawkins, Eddie Isom and Wanda Jo
Johnson.
Others are Hugh Kile, Phil
Mayberry, Martha Mitchell, Owen
Moseley, Reggie Reynolds, William Smith, Joe Spaulding Jr.,
Harriet Storey, Phil Sturm, Sandra Tanner, Tamara Tanner and
Leighton Waters.

Thanksgiving Lectures
(Continued from page 1)
Scriptures as Expressed in the
Christian Life," Turner's topic is
"New Testament Interpretation
of Old Testament Phophecy,"
Lyles is "The Grace of Gratitude," and Dr. Benson is slated
to talk about "Harding College,
Its Past, Present and Future."
Special Features
Classes on important subjects,
classes for Bible teachers and
classes on select Bible books will
be held each day. The Harding
College A Cappella Chorus, chorale, ensebles and the Harding
Academy Chorus will present
programs before each evening
service.
On Thursday, Thanksgiving
Day, there will be the traditional
free barbecue dinner for all
guests of the college and an afternoon basketball game, the
opener for the Bisons.
W. J . Hacker Jr., head of
Harding's department of Bible, is
director of the Lectureship.

BE
WELL BARBERED

GLITTER

ALEC <fuiNNESS
DIRK BOGARDE
ANTHONY QUAYLE

EASTMAN

Central
Barber Shop

COLOR and CINEMASCOPE°

Kick up your glittering heels
and celebrate! Color your shoes
with Shu-Mak-Up• color coating,
and then sprinkle on sparkling glitter:
Sticks permanently, .. even if it snows! Try
it on old shoes, silks or leathers. Shu-Mak-Up,
1.25 per color. 12 Glitter color8, from gala red to
shimmery gold, .25 each.

family . sped to Wynne in theit
"other" car to "dig around."
The first skeleton found was
of a fairly old Indian because his
teeth were worn down. Several
broken bones suggested he had
met with violence.
Find Second Skeleton

Twenty-four feet from the first
skeleton in a similar six · foot
square, the second skeleton was
found. In the next six foot square
two skeleto~ but only one skull
were found. No one found the
missing skull.
Many interesting pieces of pottery also were found, along with
a few arrow points.
In an area about the size of
a washtup an unaccountable
nµmher of teeth was discovered.
No explanation can be given for
them unless a battie occured and
many were buried in one· place.
Tests are now being made to
try to determine what kind of
Indians they were and how long
they had been buried. Presently,
Rushton is engaged in the task
of putting the skeletons together
piece-by-piece.

Car Rolls Into River
However, the work is never
dhll. One day Rushton backed
his car down a hill to unload
some equipment. at· the river's
edge. . While he was standing
alongside, the car started rolling
backwards. After trying in vain
to reach through the window and
pull the emergency brake, Rushtun finally gave up and watched
the car roll into the river. "Although it was extremely painful
to watch," lamented Rushton, "it
did sink beautifully, just like the
Titantic." Now he is referred to
as "Captain Nemo."

Youth Magazine
Devotes Edition
To Harding ·Talent

Indian Mounds

Digging into Indian mounds
also proved to be an interesting
project for Rushton this past
summer. A Mr. Winters discovered human bones while clearing
The November 1962 issue .of
land near Wynne, Ark. When
notified of this, Rushton and his "Teenage Christian," a monthly
magazine . written and edited by
· young Christians, is devoted entirely to Harding.
Homecoming Queen
Harding's front campus as seen
(Continued from page 1)
from the main gate is pictured
parade is "Mother Goose's Nur- in color on the cover. The magaqueen's float, it features the zine contains artic;les of special
sery Rhymes." Other than the interest to high-school students
Bison Booster float, the four class written by seven Harding stufloats and entries from the social dents and one Harding grt1.duate.
clubs. The float that is judged
The editor of Teenage Christian
most outstanding receives a $25 decided to devote an entire issue
prize from the Student Associa- to Harding as a result of a protion.
ject last year. when several Hard'ing students wrote articles for
Class Representatives
the magazine. According to Joe
Each class also has a woman Hacker, Jr., a similar issue is
student representative in the planned for next fall.
parade. Freshmen have not yet'
Articles for the November issue
narrowed their candidates down, include a piece on teenage worbut senior nominees are Sharon· ship in formal church services
Berry, Sylvia Citty, Harriet H.er- by Judy Evans. Values of a
rington and Charlot Root. Juniors Christian education are discussed
nominated Carmen Alexander by Paul Gardner. The main theme
and Janice Sanders for class at- in Dee Colvett's article is "With
tendant and sophomores nomi- God's help we cari serve ltim 'if
nated Judy Daniel, Countess Mc- we want to."
Neill, Mickye Miller and Karen
Christian friends is tlie subject
Spain.
of an article by Naita Jean
Berryhill. Richard Hughes said in
Belles and Beaux
his piece, "The most important
thing in the world is to live to
( Cont1'nued from page '1)
save souls, your o-wn soul and the
off from Adams Field in Litt.le soul of others."
Rock shortly after 10 a.m. Sat- ·
Former SA President Bob
urday, staying at the Manhattan Jones, now a student at Johns
Church of Christ in New York Hopkins University, contributed
Saturday night and $unday.
a discussion on God's .e xistence
Monday, the group left the and how young people can exstates from McGuire AFB in New . plain their faith to others. Jere
Jersey, with the first scheduled and Carolyn Yates collaborated
stop set for Frankfurt, Germany, on a general article on Christian
where they were to be received living.
by the European Command and
Copies. of the issue will be
given their detailed tour itiner- available to students after its
ary.
publication.

GARRISON JEWELERS

Claude
Julian
Ode

SHU•MAK•UR

ALL NAME BRANDS IN STERLING,
CRYSTAL AND CHINA
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS

Engravi,ng Watch and Jewelry
Repair of All Kinds·
1

FROZEN DELIGHT

Ph. CH 5-2340

Corner of Court Square

After Study, Game, or Show

Bill is Still Ready to Go!
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LATE SNACK HEADQUARTERS
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HARDING SPECIAL

Deluxe Big Burger with Fries

50c
Hw. 67 E.

Next to Bowling Alley

STOP~ SHOP~ SAVE
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·STERLING STORES

t

"Be Thrilty"

i
ij .

Searcy's Leading Sc & $1.00

t
i

Sh op in
' Mod ern Conven1ence
•
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"Home of 81.'tter Shoes"

VAN ATKINS
SHOE D·EPARTMENT

By Martha Tooke

Although Biology 101 students
may thjnk W. R. Rushton spends
all his time giving "pop 'tests,"
he does have many other interests and spends much of his time
on research.
For the past two summers
Rushton has been working with
Jack Wood Sears and the Arkansas Game and Fish Commission
on the Little Red River. "The
purpose," says Rushton, "is to
obtain a scientif~c biography of
the river." Since it is imperative
that the information be accurate,
the work often progresses slowly.

310 N. Spring
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Pledges Confuse

- Queen Gets.Jacket - ,

'' . . ''
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Several Social Clubs Combine Business With Pleasure

letter, which an elderly visitor
to Harding's campus wrote and
forgot to mail, the senior citizen's opinion of pledge week is
clearly indicated.

Club beaux, form.er members and sponsors have been guests of the various women's social clubs as they met in informal sessions to discuss plans and activities for Dear Aggie,
the year. Spaghetti suppers, 'sloppy joe' suppers and birthday celebrations, as in the
Thought I'd better let you
case of two clubs, have supplied the means of having business and pleasure mixed for know I'll be home sooner . than
several clubs. Presentation of officers and the election of new officers to fill vacancies 'expected. Not that I haven't enwas the chief business set before the clubs, with May Fete,
Regina
pledge week activities and HomeMrs. Pryor' s home was the
coming plans being discussed alscene of a supper and get-acso.
quainted meeting for the Regina
pledges on October 22. Ret~
Kappa Delta
ing Reginas this year are Julie
Kappa Delta's officers for the Williams, Tootay Mayer, Nancy
year are president, H a r ri e t Thompson, Loleta Higginbotham,
Storey; vice- president, J e a n Linda Graff, Betty Shackleford,'
Southard; secretary, Patsy Smith; Sheila Mitchell, Janie Miller, Jan
treasurer, Madeline Peen; inter- Wright, Latina Dykes, Sanda
club council reperesentative, Ray. Mills, Linda Risinger, Jo Hughes,
ma Bailey and sports director, Mary Ethel Bales, Jo Byrd, PrisAnne Whidden. A club spaghetti cilla Baker and Marilyn Graff.
supper was given by Mrs. Bob
W.H.C.
Gilliam at her home. Steve Smith,
club beau, was present.
After the evening worship service Sunday, October 7, the
Ju Go Ju
W. H. C. social club celebrated
Ju Go Ju's club meeting was its 36th birthday at the home of
held October 8 at Judy Elliott's a former WHC member, Mrs.
house. Plans for the May Fete MurTey Wilson. Mrs. Reese Brychapel were made. The new spon- ant, Mrs. Nolen Lemmons;- Mrs.
sor, Mrs. Harry Olree, and new Dewitt Kiihnl , Mrs. M. E. Berrypresident , Heddie Lou Martin, hill and Mrs. Neil Cope, who are
former WHC's, were guests. The
were elected.
new officers of the club this year
~ Companeras
are Ruby Peterson, president;
Sarah Hawks, vice-president;
The Las Companeras social club Anita Green, secretary; Sharon
met in the home of their sponsor, Mayner, treasurer; Lydia Binkley,
Mrs. William Earnhart, for a historian; and Charlotle Chitty,
spaghetti supper last week. New reporter. Club beau this year is
officers for the semester are Roger Johnson.
prsident, Brenda Thomas; Vicepresident, Evelyn Rickett; secretary, Linda Murphy; treasurer, Homecoming Fashions
Anne Bentley; historian, Anita Means Dresses, Suits
Southard;and interclub council
Homecoming activities pose
representative, Marilyn McElroy.
The club chose Wheeler Pounds problems of what to wear. New
students may wonder how the
as their club beau.
Harding fashion parade differs
Theta Psis
from other places.
Vividly colored wool 9-resses
Mrs. Prock, sponsor, gave a
and suits are popular for the
sloppy joe supper for the Theta
ladies. Other autumn materials
Psi's and their beau, Terry Smith, are equally favorite. Bangle
on October 8. LaNell Murry was
bracelets, contrasting scarfs and
chosen as May Fete nominee at novelty pins will add the final
a meeting following the dinner. personal touch. Heels are a must
unless rain ·s ets in to leave pudTri Kappa
dles of Arkansas mud.
The Tri Kappa social club had
Customarily, ladies with dates
a spaghetti supper at the home wear gold mums with black
of Mrs. C. L. Ganus, Jr., club Harding emblems.
sponsor, October 14 in honor of
For the men, the expected conthe 1club's birthday. Present at sists of white shirts with ties.
the occasion was club beau Tom- dress slack and sport coat or suit.
my Carter. Shirley Birdsall, a The three-piece suits with vests
former Tri Kappa sponsor, who are a distinctive feat ure for the
now serves as head librarian at men.
Harding, was present. Previous
Tri Kappa members Sara· Brown, Lav Off The Laxatives
Kathy Maddox, Laquida (Byrd)
Isaacs and her husband also at- Medical Doctore Advise
tended.
Spurred by mass media adverM.E.A.

M.E. A. re-elected Gale Smith
for club beau. 0 ct ob er 14,
M.E.A.'s gathered at the home
of their sponsor, Mrs. Marjorie
Ryan, for a bunking party. Plans
for homecoming day were disC"J.ssed and Sonja English was
elected May Fete nominee.

tising, Americans are becoming
increasingly addicted to the use
of laxatives, the No v em b er
Reader's Digest notes. Expenditures for laxatives have increased
steadily for the last 25 years,
with the total reaching 162 million ·dollars last year. Doctors
advise people to let the intestinal
tract alone. "It is quite capable of
taking care of itself", they say.

Debaters Attend
Forensic Meeting
Six Harding debaters, accompanied by Dr. Evan Ulrey, debate
coach, attended the Louisiana
State University Intercollegiate
Forensics Conference held last
Friday and Saturday at Baton
Rouge.
Students attending were Jbel
Anderson, Jimmy Arnold, Evelyn
Rickett, Rita Stewart, Doug
Vaughn and Ron Wiltse.
The purpose of the conference
is .to allow debaters to exchange
information and discuss at length
this year's national intercollegiate proposition, "Resolved, that
the non-Communist nations of
the world should establish an
economic com.m..unity."
Students participated in three
organized rounds of discussion
and were rated superior, excellent, good, fair or poor by different judges. Following the discussion rounds, each student presented his solution in two rounds
of advocacy speeches; which
were also rated. All ratings were
given numer ical values and an
average was calculated for each
participant.
Anderson, a junior and twoyear letterman on the squad, tied
with Pattie Pierce of L.S.U. as
li.ighest-ranking speaker of the
93 participants. Both received
superior certificates for over-all
participation.
Harding students received additional recognition when Arnold
was chosen chairman for his discussion group and Vaughn was
selected to present his party's
resolution at the Saturday morning legislative · assembly.
Anderson, Arnold, Vaughn and
Miss Stewart all received superior
ratings in advocacy speeches.
Miss Stewart also was rated excellent in over-a.11 participation
and Anderson received an excellent rating in discussion.

joyed visiting our grandson here,
but there's been some of the
strangest goings on. I think it
must have something to do witr ·
this thing they call pledge week '
Aggie, young folks just ain't
what they used to be! Now, you
had better set yerself down afore
I begin to tell you what I've seen!
happen right here on this cam..;
pus.
One morning, I was walkinf!:
around enjoying all the beautiful'
sights, and I chanced to walk by
that flag pole. You ain't gonnP'
believe what I tell you. Girls
were actually watering that pole
I looked and looked but I tell
~
~
J"
~
•'
you there just ain't a thing thel'€"
Pioneer queen Janie ~iller and Club m~bers fiQd time to. 1.
to water. I still ain't figured out
relax after a recent "cltib Qleeting where Janie was 't>resented ·
what they was doing.
with a Pioneer Jacket.
Aggie, you know how we've always heard about the good singing at Harding. Well, from what
I've heard this week, it's just
ain't true although they' sure
practice enough. You're likely k
see them anywhere on campus
singing as loud as they can.
FEATURING~
I,,:.
These females have no modesty! You remember, Aggie, when
Marcelle Cosmetfcs·
I courted you, I was the one that
Revlon .
did the inviting, but things have
Coty- ·
sure changed. Why, the other
day I actually heard our grandDoro'thy Perkins
son say he'd had six women stuMax · Factor
dents ask him for dates within
an hour. Then, one of his friends
For All Your.~ Drug ~eeds :·,See Stotts Drug .·
ups and says that was nothing,
he'd had ten ask him within
thirty minutes, and they was still
·" .
going strong.
Aggie, I just don't understand i
l
~ ~ •t
.
.
all this! They'v~ been wearing
the strangest clothes and callin!l' I
~
. ---,
I
I
each other by t errible names. If
Only 3
fr°,m
all this has come about because f
of something called pledge week,
Compl~te ~r!_suipti~n S'ervi~e
then I've had enough! I'll be j
I
I
home soon.
I
Cosmetics
1
.1
Your obedient husband, ·1
Gifts· __::
Jess
I
• j
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Drugs

SEARCY CLJNIC~pG.
912 East Race Street
·· · · ·
Phor:i.e CH 5-3311

.r '

i.
i

Haile's House Of Dresses
e

Petite Jr. Sizes 3 -

e

Ladies' Dresses 5 - 24Yz

15

For Night Appointments Call CH 5-4126
Near Ham furniture Co.

___,
· Clea~ing

STEAK SANDWICH ON A BUN
WITH FRENCH FRIES

SPECIAL AT
FROSTY TREAT

50c
THE WHITE HOUSE CAFE
2 Blocks From Campus

HARRISON'S
GROCERY and MARKET
OPEN: Mon. - Sat, 6:30 a. m.-1 0:00 p. m.

Williams-burger .. ... ..... .. ..... .. .... .... .. ... .. .. .. ..
Chuckwagon basket .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .
Chuckwagon sandwich .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .... ....
Regular H. B. basket .......... .. ........... .....
Deluxe H. B. basket ..... .. .. ...... ....... ......
Cheeseburger basket .. ........ ... .. .. . . ....... ....
Deluxe Cheeseburger basket ..... ......... ..
Corn Dog .... .. ............ ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. ..
French Fries .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
Shakes ·(Thick) ...... .... .. .. ... . . .. .. ... . ... .. .. .. . .. .
Malts (Thick) . .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. . . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .

U.S. Inspected Fresh Meat and Vegetables
CH 5-3233

_, Pres$ing -. • (
· Alter.ations ·
1;,'

1Sc
49c
35c
39c
49c
49c
54c
20c
20c
19c
24c

Watch For Opeing Date of

ROLLER RINK

Sun. 9:00 a. m. - l :00 p. m .• 3:00 p. m. - 7:00 p. m.

Main and Lincoln

)

StOtis ·orug .Store , ·

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

's.

-

Russell Simmons, public rela- +-·-----•--•-•-•-•-an-111:-~~· -·~·-•-:•~-·- •-•- • -•+
tions director, r epresented Harding at high school college and
career days this past week.
...
Winnie Bell, assistant librarian at Beaumont Memorial LiThe squad's first debate tour- brary, is attending the Southwest
nament is set for November 2-3 Library Association Meeting in
San Antonio this week.
at T.C.U. in Dallas.

Hw. 67 E.

E. Race At Grand

•• '

(Now Under Construction Behind Frosty Treat!

Also specicllize in~ ·l'.efin~shing formals

·-

Coin op~rate~ta·un~ry
...

~'

/it\.. r.

,.
t
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•

.,+.. •

Greg Rhodes, Manager

James Williams, Owner
Highway 67 E.

Across from Roseann

. .__________________________________________________..________________________________________
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Coaches Watch Play

Oct. 25, 1962

Metrecal Came First

By Linda Risinger
College students, always on the
look-out for new methods of
weight-losing, have been enthusiastic supporters of the meal-in'l-glass products now on the market.
This business has enoyed a
successful beginning, but its true
worth in weight-reduction remains questionable.
Metracal Came First

1

Coaches Prock and Allison watch intently as the Bisons
squeak past A&M, 7-6.

• Office Supplies
• Job Printing
• Rubber Stamps
DIAL CH 5-4844

e.~PHINJING GO.

Only one student said he has
a "steady''. on cam.pus; two are
going steady with females back
home (they don't date at all
here); and one has a fiance who
doesn't attend Harding.
Date Most Where

Then the fellows were asked
whether they dated more often
at Harding or at home. Twentyeight replied Harding; twenty,
home; and two said they dated
equally as much either place.
The most common reasons given for more frequent dating while
at Harding were the Christian
influences and attitudes here, the
friendlbess of coeds, the fact
that it's relatively easy to meet
women (as the campus is small
and women and men students see
each other more) and there are
more available females at Harding than at home.
Why Men Don't Date

The majority of students at
Harding who rarely date explained that it is because they are
either shy, too busy with studies,
going steady or engaged or they
do not like the social atmosphere
because it is not varied. A few

Cato's
Barber Shop
Hayes Typewriter

199 West Market

WE'LCOME

Next Door to International Shoe Co.
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Love Bright Diamond Rings
The Registered Diamonds That Assure You of
Permanent Value Always.

e

I

Your Ford Dealer

A
I

e

Sterling Silver by Gorham, Toule, Wallace,
and International
China by Lenox and Syracuse

e Crystal by Tiffis, Glastonburg
Two Watch Repairmen for t he Finest in Jewelry and

1

201 West Arch

i

Southwest Corner of
Court Square

I
I

j

I

1

Phone CA 5-3516

oF THE TRADING POST

the college now bears. He recalls
Freed as "one of the godliest men
I ever knew."
Next, he attended David Lipscomb, which at the time was a
junior college. Charles Brewer,
who held the fall meeting at the
college church this year, was a
friend and teacher there. Pryor
received the B. A. degree from
th University of Chattanooga.
On July 5, 1915, he married
Zueetro Rives. They reside on the
old Kensett Highway near the
Alumni Athletic Field.
Began Preaching as a Student
Pryor began preaching while
a student in Tennessee. He has
held meetings in several states
including Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana, Tennessee, Kentucky and
Illinois. For a number of years
he has served the college Church
of Christ as elder.
After teaching a while in rural
schools, Pryor was added to the
faculty of Arkansas Christian
College in 1923. When the schooi
merged with Harper College the
next year, they limited the faculty and he entered the University
of Arkansas, where he received
his M. A. degree.

In 1934, he again renewed his
association with Harding. This
period, Pryor recalls, was a difficult one in the history of the
college. Instructors were paid an
almost unbelievably low salary
of $25 per -month. He remembers
former President J. N. Armstrong
as "a godly man who had a way
with young people."
He tells one humorous incident
in his classroom with a great
deal of delight. "I had given a
test in geography," said Pryor,
"and one question was to discuss the qualities of a good harbor. One of my students had
trouble reading my writing and
put down the qualities of a good
barber."
Pryor retired from full-time
teaching in 1956, but remains
active by teaching one class in
human geography. He and his
wife are inter€Sted in gardening.
They have a small farm and enjoy growing flowers.

The Hottest Brand Going

1
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WHITE COUNTY MOTOR CO.

Only six of the students interviewed have cars here. Most seniors and older students agreed
that a car doesn't influence their
dating habits, but freshmen unanimously acknowledged that
they date much more at home,
where they have access to a car.
The rules restricting women
students weren't slandered too
much, except t h a t females
be permitted to stay out a
little later than 10 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday nights. Two
predominant themes, whether
spoken outright or vaguely implied, were obvious throughout
all 50 interviews; firstly, the type
of women at Harding r a n k s
superior in the minds of Harding
men, and secondly, some action
must be taken toward the extinguishing of the "Harding moons,"
and the sooner the better!

Period of Difficulty

Call CH 5-3221

I

Cars Important?

Pryor Attended Four Colleges

A
p
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HART AUTO SERVICE

Harding College
Students and Faculty

Bring us your Repair Work,
Regardless of Make or Model

One of the most respected men
on campus is Lonnie E. Pryor,
professor emeritus of social
science, who has been associated
with Harding College for 28
years.
Pryor, the father of Dr. Joseph
E. Pryor, dean of the college, was
born in Columbia County, Ark.,
Sept. 5, 1887. He was educated in
rural schools near his home and
received his diploma , from Lawrence County High School in
Tennessee.

L N
PAINT

Searcy, Arkansas

For the Best in
Auto Repairs

See The Complete New Line of 63 Ford's

By Phil Sturm _._ _
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All Students

CH 5-3261

stated that they would like to
date more, but they never get
around to it. One guy simply
said that he doesn't like schedules and confessed that he'd
rather meet a female at a school
function and walk her home than
ask her for a date in advance.

Lonnie Pryor at l--larding
More Than Two Decades

WALLPAPER

We Welcome

SEARCY, ARKANSAS

THE HOME

5

Father Of Dean Pryor

Freed-Hardeman College was
Abrasham Lincoln once said,
"Folks are just about as happy the first of four institutions
as they make up their minds to Pryor attended. While there he
was a student of A. G. Freed and
N. B. Hardeman, pioneers in
Christian education, whose names

Let Us Order Those Club Jackets
Early This Year:

BERRYHILL
Sporting Goods

A survey compiled as a result
of interviews with 50 male students from all four classes reveals interesting facts about how
the average male student at
Harding feels about dating situations and opportunities on campus.
Freshmen date most
As might be expected fresh.men are the most frequent daters; the average freshman has
had 12 dates since school began.
Sophomores rank second, the
typical sophomore having a date
twice every week and a half.
And, seniors might not be as
settled as everyone thinks, for
they normally date once a week.
But the juniors are way behind!
The usual junior boy has had
only three dates this semester!
These figures are on the average and are not true of each
specific individual. For instance
one male admitted that he
couldn't begin to count all his
dates, and six males had not
dated at all. Most of the students, without regard to classification conceded that almost all
of th~ir dates have been with
different females, rather than
just one. Does this mean that
Harding men are fickle, or that
there are too many attractive
women at Harding to choose among them?

The Mead Johnson Company
came out with the first of these
products and called it Metracal,
meaning metered or measured
t!alories. It created such a sensation that other competitive
brands soon appeared. Some. of
the companies coming up with
similar products are Sears, Roebuck and Company (Bal-Cal),
Ovaltine Division of W antler
Company (Minvitine), United
Whelan Corporation (Cal-a-Day),
Quaker Oats Company (Quota),
md Jewel Tea Company (DietCal). Because the products contain no secret drugs and the ingredients are known, the development of various brands has
been easy.
The main feature of these products is that they enable a person to satisfy his appetite without an excessive number of calories for each meal and trying
to keep within a certain number help one get back to his proper
per day. Too, since they are free eating habits.
Bring In Millions
from drugs, they do not have the
Whatever the results, the proappetite depressors which are alducts are bringing in millions of
ways criticized by doctors.
dollars annually for their producProducts Worthless
ers. Most persons fear being
overweight. The mortality rate is
How good are these products? higher for overweight people
Although these is contro·v ersy as than for the underweight or norto whether or not they are good mal. Add to this the fact that
or bad, there can be no doubt the fashions of the day are deabout the results. Persistent us- signed for slim figures, and you
ers lose weight! However, nutri- find many persons willing to try
tionists say that when they go anything to take off excess
off these diets, the weight is pounds.
quickly regained. They do not
Whether or not liquid meals
are the an.s wer to the problem of
weight control is each person's
decision, but a physician should
be consulted before making it.

104 West Race
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College Students Student lntervi~ws Fifty Harding Men
Avid Supporters In Survey Analysis of Dating Situation
Of Diets-In-Cans
By Salena Cogdell

106 E. Market

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

MOOR.E'S

·CONOCO

For road servic:e c:all CH 5-9693
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ICliff Bennett Scores

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

High In Club Bowling

I

\ Bennett tied Bill Taylor of Lit' tie Rock for the highest series
ever bowled at the local lanes.
He is also carrying the highest
1
: average in club bowling with
179. Sigma Tau Sigma, Bennett's
social club, defeated Sub T-16.

Bisons Edge By A & M
For Third A IC Victory
Harding's Bisons moved back
into the win column last week
with a first quarter touchdown
and PAT to edge out the Arkansas A & M Boll Weevils 7 -6
at Alumni Field. The Bisons are
now 3-2 in the conference and
are in fourth place behind ASTC
(4-0), Henderson (2-0) and Tech
(3-1) .
The Bisons started their touchdown drive on the 45 yard line.
The second play from scri.Inage,
fullback Norman Tubb broke into the open on an off-tackle run.
Following a short gain play,
Tubb again broke off right tackle
for a 40 yard touchdown run.
Ken Kahr added the all important
extra point.
Control Field Position
The Bisons controlled the field
position most of the first half.
The fir st half gun sounded when
Harding was at the Weevil's two
yard line. Quarterback Tom Carter hit his favored end, Ray
Griffin, with a 28 yard pass.
Griffin was downed at the two
yard line. While trying to call
time out, the gun sounded and
the Bisons led 7-0.
A & M Comes Out Passing
Then A & M came out in the
third quarter passing. A 60 ya~d
pass from quarterback Donme
Tindsey to end Roger Bocox put
the ball deep in the Bisons' ho~e
ground. The Weevils pounced it
to the third yard line where
A & M's fullback Paul Schwartz
pushed the final yards for the
score.
The try for the extra point
failed when the snap from cen!~r
was fumbled. While the Weevils
holder was t rying to make the
bad snap good, Bison guard Walt
Mays tackled him and stopped
the t ry for the extra point.

Drive to Harding's Five
A&M drove to Harding's five
early in •the fourth quarter. Facing fourth with two yards to .go
for a first in ten, Jimmy Atkinson came off the bench to try
for a field goal. The A&M boys
failed in two previous attempts
and called for a field goal. The
kick scraped the lift upright bar
as the ball slid wide.
Harding moved the ball down
to A&M's five yard line and fumbled. The A&M boys never quit,
but their final two drives were
halted by pass interception.

League Standings

Defeat of Tech
First Since 1959
Saturday night in Conway, the
Arkansas State Teachers College
Bears succeeded where no other
AIC team had been able to since
1959. The Bears ended the domination of the Arkansas Tech
Wonder Boys over the AIC by a
score of 14-7. State Teachers had
been the last team to defeat
Tech before the Wonder Boys began their string of ' conference
victories in 1959.
Henderson State, now the only
team with a chance to catch
State Teachers, lost a non-conference game to Tarleton, Texas
14-12. The Reddies, undefeated
in the AIC scramble, meet Arkansas A&M, defeated by Harding 7-6 last week, in Arkadelphia
Saturday night.
Southern State broke into the
win column last week with a win
over College of the Ozarks 21-0,
while Quachita lost to Austin College in Austin, Texas, 15-14.
Southern State tries to stop,
· State Teachers in Magnolia this
week, and Ouachita travels to
Clarkesville to meet College of
the Ozarks.

AIC Standings
ASTC
Henderson
Arkansas Tech
Harding
Ouachita
Southern State
Ozarks
Arkansas A&M

4-0
2-0
3-1
3-2
1-2
1-3
0-3
0-3

Intramural Softball
The Sports won the championship of the Texas League with
two victories last week.
In one of the best games of
the season, the Sports defeated
the Barons, 2 to O. The Sports
collected only two hits, but took
advantage of two free passes and
an error to gain this victory.
The Barons and Travs are tied
for first place in the Southern
League. Both Teams have one
game left to play in .regular season play. Should both teams win
Tuesday night, there will be a
playoff to determine who meets
the Sports for the league championship.

See Herman West
for your printing
needs . . ..

Lambda Sigma

21-3

Independents

18-6

Sigma Tau

15-9

Sub T-16

12-12

APK

11-13
9-15
5-19
5-19

Jerry Mote (25) follows Tom Carter's (11) block
·

with 123 yards rushing.

We Appreciate
Your Patronage

Club Softball

By Sherry Ashby
The last softball game was
played last Thursday with the
class championship finals between the sophomores and the
seniors. Support was good for the
sophomores, but the seniors had
to enlist a few women for help.
This was more than the sophomores could handle, and they
went down in defeat, 23-2.
Tennis and Shuffleboard
Posted in the recreation room
of the New Dorm ~e the tournaments for table tennis and
shuffleboard. In the "Ladder"
tournament, anyone may challange a person who is listed no
higher than three places from
her name. The winner is then
placed ID the higher position.
The person whose name is at the
top of the list November 21 is
the WIDner. This is set up so students can play at their own convenience.
Intramural Bowling
Some women who have signed
up for intramural bowling are
not fulfilling their obligations by
bowling each Monday. Please do
not sign up for any activity unless you know you can participate.
Club volleyball will be getting
under way shortly. Watch the
bulletin boards in the women's
dormitories and in the student
center for a schedule of games
and times of the games. Also,
check there for any other announcements concerning the women's intramural and club activities.

two home runs and a double in
three appearances at the plate.
Clark had 2 hits, including a
four bagger for Sigma Tau. Sigma
Tau has previously defeated AEX
13-5 to gain the finals.

Sub T-16 squared· off against
Lamba Sigma in the finals of
club softball and pounded out a
16 to 7 victory. It was a close
game for three innings, with the
score tied at 5 all. Sub T took
Did you know there are only
advantage' of 8 free passes issued
about
3,965,600 seconds until
by the Lamba pitcher and comChristmas.
bined 16 hits to gain the championship for the fifth consecutive
year. Steve Smith and Wayne
Kaither had 3 hits each for Sub
T. Bob Otey and Roger Johnson
had 2 hits each for Lamba.

OE

Modern
Barber Shop
1200 E. Market
Block North of Campus

CITY TIRE SERVICE

In the Small Club Division,
Galaxy pounded 15 hits for a
17 to 6 championship victory
over Sigma Tau. Ed Estes swung
a big stick for Galaxy, pulling

East End
Barber Shop

Recapping -

Retreading -

Vulcanizing
1502 E. Race

Call CH 5-4620

Hardware -

Furniture -

Housewares -

Use Our Lay-Away for Christmas
Free Parking

311 E. Race

1515 E. Race St.
Across from
City Tire Service

Appliances

GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Joe Cunningham
Raymond Hill

LET'S GO BOWLING!

Talkington
Gulf ·station

TEN PIN LANES
Daytime - 3 Games for $1.00
Friday Night Special for Students
3 Games for $1.00

South Main
and Park Ave
GULF PRODUCTS

Jerry Mote lead the Bisons in
rushing with 123 yards and teammate Norman Tubb followed with
53 rushing yards.

ALL
SOCIAL CLUBS

Ten Pin Lanes-Cliff Bennett,
Harding senior from Mayfield,
Ky., bowled 665 in a three game
series , in club bowling Monday.
His individual game scores were
201, 231 and 233, ID that order.

CH 5-2242

Hwy. 67 E.

,5suPER
MARKET

Finest In White County
Highway 67 East
Across from White County Motor Co.

• Bids
Invitations
Ribbons
Envelopes
Letterheads
Programs
Notice Cards

••
•
••

•

Special prices on printed
Christmas Cards
Wedding Invitations
qnd Photographs
Banquet Photographs

Harding College
PRESS
Herman West, Mgr.
(on the campus)
1213 E. Center
Phone CH 5-4431

Sales and Service on All Makes
All Work Guaranteed

Nichols Radio &TV Service
1303 E. Race

Phone CH 5-5280

We carry a eomplete line of record players
Specializing in Webcor Record Players

*

60 million times a day people get that refreshing new feeling
with ice-cold Coca-Cola!
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1otU1d under a\l\llorl~ of Tht coea·Cola Compa01 b1 COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS
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Searcy, Arkansas .

